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Goals for this session

• Understand what a Language Model is.
• Understand the implications and applications of Large Language Models in the 

Networking Industry.
• Review some practical use cases.
• Introduce new architectures: LLM-powered autonomous agents.
• What’s in it for you?
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Setting the Industry context
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Network 
infrastructures are 
more complex than 

ever

Qualified resources 
are more scarce 

than ever

Telecom 
infrastructures are 

more mission 
critical than ever



setting the context and terminology

This is about making machines imitate human behavior

This is about doing it with algorithms that learn from data

This is about using Neural Networks

This is about using Neural Networks with many layers

NLP
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Neural networks. the ultimate function approximation

perceptron multilayer perceptron

deep neural network other types of neural networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)

Autoencoders, Attention RNN, Graph NN, 
GAN, Transformers, …

some data points

• Require A LOT of data
• May take a long time to train.
• Consume A LOT of resources.
• Largest model OpenAI GPT-4

• 1.76 trillion parameters.
• Cost of training:

• >$100M
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Language Models
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What is auto-regression?

some data sequence

0100001000111101010001110001011010101100101010110...
2515542393659230919549603818103959683901939584684...
Hello World, how are you doing. We are learning about LLMs...

Training data Target

Given some type of data, build a model that can predict the next values based on the previous values. 
Used widely in Time series forecasting (ARIMA, etc.). The model “learns” how the data behaves.

Hello World how

World, how are

how are you

are you doing

... ...

Neural Network
Training

Target

Training Data

function f(x)

f(x)
(neural network)

“We are” “learning”

When applied to text, an 
auto-regressive model 
“learns” how the natural 
language “works” -> 
Language Model
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Small LM Use case: Configuration compliance verification*

* Use case #10 in the book

config

config

config

config

LM

... ...

Model training:
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Small LM Use case: Configuration compliance verification*

* Use case #10 in the book

LM
config
****

Inference:

interface et-1-1-2
description core:400G:PE-100-et-1-1-2 C-2 et-1-1-100 
load-interval 30
ip address 11.2.100.2/30 
    mtu 9001
port-channel load-balance prof1 
port-channel min-links 2
ip ospf network point-to-point 
ip ospf cost 10000 
! 
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Large Language Models (LLMs)
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The emergence of Large Language Models

Language Model
• Self-supervised deep neural network (usually LSTM, Transformer)
• Trained to predict the most likely “next word” in a sentence.

How is this relevant/applicable to networking?

multiple sources of “natural language” in networks and clouds

• configuration files
• log messages

• customer support tickets
• alerts & incidents

• snmp traps
• labels

• manifests / workflows
• REGEX

Large Language Model
PaLM (BARD), GPT-4, ..

• Multi-task, zero-shot, one-shot, few-shot classification, summarization, generation
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The softwarization of Knowledge
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The big disruption

Knowledge dependent on people
Scarce, limited.

user user

API call

Knowledge compiled in software
Broadly available at the distance of an API call

Elastic, scalable, “unlimited”

+
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The LLMs are huge “knowledge compilators”



Network softwarization and intelligence

Standarization 
of APIs

Network 
Softwarization

Pervasive 
Network Data

Decision points

Decision 
optimization

Cloud

LLM

Knowledge 
softwarization

Dynamic 
networks

Autonomous 
agents

Autonomous 
networks
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LLMs & Networks. 
Practical use cases
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LLM Use case: Log data extraction

Here is a Syslog message: *Feb 14 09:40:09.325: %LINK-3-UPDOWN: Interface GigabitEthernet0/1, changed state to up. 
I need a regular expression to extract the interface name.
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LLM Use case: Incident summarization
Events Detail: 
Event #1:Interface in issue:{'device_name': 'PE-13', 'interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.1/30', 'interface_name': 'et-1-2-2', 'interface_role': 'edge', 
'interface_type': '10G', 'link_id': '12.13.2', 'peer_device_name': 'E-13-2', 'peer_interface': 'et-1-1-1', 'peer_interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.2/30', 'unique_id': 
'PE-13-et-1-2-2', 'alert': 'Interface in issue', 'metric': 'Interface in issue’} 
Event #2:Interface out issue:{'device_name': 'E-13-2', 'interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.2/30', 'interface_name': 'et-1-1-1', 'interface_role': 'edge', 
'interface_type': '10G', 'link_id': '12.13.2', 'peer_device_name': 'PE-13', 'peer_interface': 'et-1-2-2', 'peer_interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.1/30', 'unique_id': 
'E-13-2-et-1-1-1', 'alert': 'Interface out issue','metric': 'Interface out issue’} 
Event #3:Interface in issue:{'device_name': 'PE-13', 'interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.1/30', 'interface_name': 'et-1-2-2', 'interface_role': 'edge', 
'interface_type': '10G', 'link_id': '12.13.2', 'peer_device_name': 'E-13-2', 'peer_interface': 'et-1-1-1', 'peer_interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.2/30', 'unique_id': 
'PE-13-et-1-2-2', 'alert': 'Interface in issue', 'metric': 'Interface in issue’} 
Event #4:Interface out issue:{'device_name': 'E-13-2', 'interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.2/30', 'interface_name': 'et-1-1-1', 'interface_role': 'edge', 
'interface_type': '10G', 'link_id': '12.13.2', 'peer_device_name': 'PE-13', 'peer_interface': 'et-1-2-2', 'peer_interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.1/30', 'unique_id': 
'E-13-2-et-1-1-1', 'alert': 'Interface out issue', 'metric': 'Interface out issue’} 
Event #5:Interface in issue:{'device_name': 'PE-13', 'interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.1/30', 'interface_name': 'et-1-2-2', 'interface_role': 'edge', 
'interface_type': '10G', 'link_id': '12.13.2', 'peer_device_name': 'E-13-2', 'peer_interface': 'et-1-1-1', 'peer_interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.2/30', 'unique_id': 
'PE-13-et-1-2-2', 'alert': 'Interface in issue', 'metric': 'Interface in issue’} 

I need a 3 line summary:
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LLM Use case: Incident summarization

There is an interface issue between PE-13 and E-13-2. The issue 
is recurring and has been happening for 5 events.
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LLM Use case: Incident summarization (2)

Events Detail: 
Event #1:BGP session down:{'device_name': 'PE-13', 'interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.1/30', 'interface_name': 'et-1-2-2', 'interface_role': 'edge', 
'interface_type': '10G', 'link_id': '12.13.2', 'peer_device_name': 'E-13-2', 'peer_interface': 'et-1-1-1', 'peer_interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.2/30', 'unique_id': 
'PE-13-et-1-2-2', 'alert': 'BGP session down', 'metric': 'BGP state','timestamp':6201},

 Event #2 : Interface down:{'device_name': 'PE-13', 'interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.1/30', 'interface_name': 'et-1-2-2', 'interface_role': 'edge', 
'interface_type': '10G', 'link_id': '12.13.2', 'peer_device_name': 'E-13-2', 'peer_interface': 'et-1-1-1', 'peer_interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.2/30', 'unique_id': 
'PE-13-et-1-2-2', 'alert': 'Interface down', 'metric': 'Interface in issue','timestamp':5601},
 
Event #3:OSPF down issue:{'device_name': 'PE-13', 'interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.1/30', 'interface_name': 'et-1-2-2', 'interface_role': 'edge', 
'interface_type': '10G', 'link_id': '12.13.2', 'peer_device_name': 'E-13-2', 'peer_interface': 'et-1-2-2', 'peer_interface_ip_address': '12.13.2.1/30', 'unique_id': 
'E-13-2-et-1-1-1', 'alert': 'OSPF down',  'metric': 'OSPF state','timestamp':5606} . 

I need a summary of what happened:
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LLM Use case: Incident summarization (2)

Sure. Here is a summary of what happened:
•Event #1 and Event #3: BGP session down and Interface down.
•Event #2: OSPF down issue.
It seems that there is an issue with the BGP and OSPF routing 
protocols on PE-13. This is causing the interface to go down and 
the BGP session to drop. This is a critical issue that needs to be 
addressed immediately.
I would recommend that you contact your network 
administrator or vendor to investigate this issue further.
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LLM Use case: Root Cause Analysis

I need a root cause analysis of the incident above: 

Root Cause Analysis:
The sequence of events suggests that the primary cause of this incident was the "Interface Down" 
event between devices PE-13 and E-13-2.
1.Interface Down (Timestamp: 5601): The et-1-2-2 interface on device PE-13 went down, resulting 
in a loss of connectivity between devices PE-13 and E-13-2. The cause of the interface going down 
could be attributed to a hardware or software issue, a physical cable problem, or misconfiguration. 
A thorough investigation of logs, hardware diagnostics, and physical inspection of the cabling and 
connectors should be conducted to identify the root cause of the interface failure.
2.OSPF Down Issue (Timestamp: 5606): The OSPF down issue occurred shortly after the interface 
went down, which implies that it was triggered by the loss of connectivity between the two 
devices. OSPF relies on an active interface to maintain adjacencies and exchange routing 
information. With the interface down, OSPF could not maintain its adjacency, resulting in the OSPF 
down issue.
3.BGP Session Down (Timestamp: 6201): The BGP session down event was also likely caused by the 
interface going down between devices PE-13 and E-13-2. Since BGP requires an active interface to 
exchange routing information, the loss of connectivity due to the interface failure would have 
disrupted the BGP session as well.
In conclusion, the root cause of this incident appears to be the interface failure on device PE-13. 
Resolving the underlying issue with the et-1-2-2 interface should restore network connectivity, 
subsequently resolving the OSPF and BGP issues.

Here is a possible root cause analysis:
•BGP configuration error: The BGP configuration on PE-13 may be incorrect, which 
is causing the BGP session to drop.
•Hardware failure: There may be a hardware failure on PE-13, which is causing the 
interface to go down.
•Software bug: There may be a software bug on PE-13, which is causing the BGP 
session to drop.
To further investigate this issue, you can check the BGP configuration on PE-13, 
check the hardware on PE-13, and check the software on PE-13. You can also 
contact your network administrator or vendor for assistance.
If the BGP configuration error is the root cause, you can correct the error by 
following the steps in the BGP configuration guide for your network. If the 
hardware failure is the root cause, you can replace the faulty hardware. If the 
software bug is the root cause, you can upgrade the software to the latest version.
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LLM use case: Create a configuration for Cloud infrastructure

I need a Terraform template for 3 virtual machines in a Google VPC subnet: 
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LLM Use case: Configuration compliance verification

Given the following configuration:

set protocols bgp group internal-peers local-address 192.168.1.1
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor 192.168.1.2
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor 192.168.1.2 remote-as 65000
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor 192.168.1.2 next-hop-self
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor 192.168.1.2 update-source loopback0
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor 192.168.1.2 hold-time 200

Given the following template:

set protocols bgp group internal-peers local-address <IP address>
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor <IP address>
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor <IP address> remote-as 65000
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor <IP address> next-hop-self
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor <IP address> update-source loopback0
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor <IP address> hold-time 180

Is there any non-compliance? If so where?
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Configuration translation

old Manually programmed rules new Deep learning models

Here is an example configuration for Junos: 
set protocols bgp group internal-peers type internal 
set protocols bgp group internal-peers local-address 192.168.1.1 
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor 192.168.1.2 
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor 192.168.1.2 remote-as 65000 
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor 192.168.1.2 next-hop-self 
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor 192.168.1.2 update-source loopback0 
set protocols bgp group internal-peers neighbor 192.168.1.2 hold-time 180

I need a translation to Nokia SROS

BARD’s answer:
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Image recognition



The next frontier: Agents
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LLM-powered autonomous agents

From To

LLM

Imperative / Prescriptive
Task execution:
• Generate text
• Summarize text
• Q&A
• ...

LLM

Memory Function

PlanningAction

Declarative / Intent-based
LLM Powered agent
- Complex problem solver
- Autonomous execution
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anetta.ai
autonomous network troubleshooting agent

where AI-compiled knowledge meets networks

Industry first autonomous intelligent agent for networks and clouds
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conditional search 
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configuration analysis
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troubleshoot a network problem
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Network 
infrastructures are 
more complex than 

ever

Qualified resources 
are more scarce 

than ever

Telecom 
infrastructures are 

more mission 
critical than ever

LLM-Powered 
Autonomous 

Agents



Future trends for LLMs in Networks and Clouds

• More powerful LLMs (GPT-5, etc.)

• Longer context in LLMs

• Lower cost in cloud hosted LLMs.

• More domain specific LLMs (Anthropic to build 
Telco LLM with SK Telecom and DT)

• Powerful autonomous Agents: Anetta.ai

• More network software that embeds logic using 
LLMs. 

• More pressure in your network, if you need to 
train and run your own LLMs
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What’s in it for you?

As a Network Engineer...

• Understand LLMs and leverage them where 
applicable.

• Identify opportunities.
• Learn & practice.

As an Automation Engineer...

• The new battlefield (Knowledge Plane) is a reality.
• It is already defining market leaderships (example: 

Mist)
• LLMs coming to disrupt the market, take advantage 

of them.
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Thanks!
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Welcome to the future of 

network and cloud operation


